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There will still a few things missing after commissioning on 24 March 1936 under Captain IG
Glennie. We had 60 per cent New Zealanders and 40 per cent Imperials, but no cats; these were
still aboard Diomede, and when Hank Cowan went aboard the crew-less cruiser to collect them,
he found both in the beef-screen and brought them aboard, where Minnie soon settled down.
Slim refused to stay on Achilles and he was found next morning back in Diomede’s beef-screen,
frozen to death by last night’s deep frost. Our Walrus had to be picked up in Portsmouth and we
sailed on 20 April in sleet through which our new MarineBand did its best to play traditional
harbour-leaving maritime music.

TheWalrus spotter plan being craned into the water.
Diomede lay where we left her, forlornWe entered Portsmouth for a long weekend leave to
Imperial ratings, stooped to go aboard Nelson’s old Victory, walked with bent head through her
gun decks and stood in reverence at the spot where England’s greatest admiral fellSome may not
believe in such things, but Nelson’s spirit still lingered.

When Achilles sailed for Gibraltar our Walrus rested in its cradle on the framework catapult, a
source of wonder and pride: our ‘Pusser’s Duck’. We were ordered to join the 2nd Cruiser
Squadron because of a rumoured Spanish revolution which would further complicate the already
touchy international Mediterranean situation that had prevailed since Italy’s African invasion,
and now we New Zealanders were to test our ability with the ‘Bloody Great Home Fleet’.

Captain Glennie made use of the six-day run south to put all departments through the hoops;
‘ACTION STATIONS’ at unexpected times, when the whole ship’s company dropped whatever it
was doing and sped to allocated positions for action.

Chapter 2
Getting to know the ship
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‘CATAPULT CREW AT THE DOUBLE - MAN THE AIRCRAFT.’ The box-girder swung athwartships,
its extensions telescoped to full lengthThe cradle, with its already manned Walrus sputtering
into whirling-bladed life, slid backward on rails until in the catapulting position, when the pilot
eased his throttle forwardRadial exhausts blended into one crescendo of flame-jetted power,
four bladed pusher propeller screaming, whole plane tremblingA 4 thumbs-up’, an instant belch
of compressed power when the charge fired, and all eyes followed our ‘duck’ as it roared from
its small runway at 80 miles an hour, dipped gracefully until it gained flying statistics and then
curved in a long rising arc to circle the ship high over our masts.

‘REPEL AIRCRAFT.’ Men who’d been relaxing from a previous exercise now jumped to their
antiaircraft stations, spurred on by the heavy amphibian diving in mock anger. Multi-barrelled
.5”machine guns to port and starboard and on the after-structure above X turret, homed on to
the ‘enemy while our four single-barrelled 4” nosed about in ever-increasing accuracy, ejecting
a clatter of spent dummy cases.

‘SECURE FROM ACTION STATIONS Second part of port watch muster in the waist - crane
operator at the double - hands to dinner.’ A click deadened the ship’s speaker system, and those
not required went for’ard, peeling off protective gear whilst making for their messdecks to drink
the day’s rum issue and attack the midday meal.

On the bridge, orders put Achilles into a tight turn to sweep a swathe of still water onto which
the Walrus glided in a couple of long leaps before settling to putter alongside its now stationary
mothership. Telegraphist Air-gunner Wendelbourne, atop the upper wing, prepared his slings,
kept a wary eye on the slowly scything blades a few feet behind him, grabbed the weighted hook,
slipped it through the steel ring and signalled readiness. Now the crane operator judged
Achilles’ uneasy roll, gently took the weight and lifted our dripping duck high and clear, swinging
it quietly into position above its catapult when more hand-signals indicated that those with long
padded poles had it correctly aligned, and slowly lowered it onto the cradle.

Our 16 radiomen were organised in 24-about watches. One operator on the 500 k/c
international mercantile calling and distress frequency, one on station H/F, one on the port wave
channel, and another in the coding office with the PO or LdgTel on watch.

This group of sparkers would grow to know
each other’s moods, their family history,
their behaviour aboard and ashore. I would
be best man at Irwin Dewhirst’s weddingI’d
lend Jack Crawford my silk singlet when he
was on to something certain. We would
listen as Adrian Bywater Lutman farted the
opening bars of God Save the King. Tubby
Wrightson would tell of his West Indies
commission; how a paper vendor in New
York waved a rolled paper headlining an
electrocution for a convicted murderer,
shouting:

‘READ ALL ABART IT, DEVRE GONER
BOINIMUP - DEVRE GIVINIM DER HOT
SEAT, DEVRE GONER BOIN IM UP.’

Tubby was named correctly, a red haired happy two-badge man on loan. Chief Tel Harry Lynch
outdrank all whilst teaching us the rudiments of Cardinal Huff, whereby one drank one’s glass in
a strict routine of sipping, setting it down, tapping in correct sequence. The slightest error
meant a shout, and it cost me many beers.

Torpedomen constantly tended their collapsible or buoyant headed monsters in addition to
maintaining electrical systems. They could usually be found trailing a fault with the megger, or
revving the magneto to charge its condenser before placing the probes on some unfortunate’s
bare parts.
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Aboard Diomede with its canteen-style messing, responsibility for meals had lain with Leading
Hands of Messdecks who were allocated monthly funds for expenditure, and the galley was
presented with a nightmare of individual experiments which went into ovens en bloc, so that the
results were burned or half raw. Achilles operated general messing, wherein - centralised
catering and cooking for all hands assured better meals. And down in the engine department
our stokers were learning new routines.

The power unit consisted of two engine rooms with turbines driving four propellers, and three
boiler rooms, A, B and C, each containing two Yarrow superheated water-tube boilers capable of
developing steam for 12,000 hp per boiler. Dry steam drove the highly sensitive turbine blades
if the distilled feed-water provided by banks of rose too high in the boilers, ‘priming’ occurred,
and moisture in the steam would wreck the turbines by stripping the blades. The superheated
steam being dry and operating at 400lbs/sq” pressure posed a threat when leaks developed, it

couldn’t be seen, and would strip skin and flesh
instantly.

Artificers in suspect areas held out a stick with a rag
attached before going closer.

When extra power was demanded, boiler-rooms were
terribly unnerving places, with incessant roaring of
forced-draught fans which raised the atmosphere
pressure up to 8” above normal, the continua
bellowing of 12 huge sprayers per boiler, and the
scream of the turbo feed pump. Speech was
impossible; telephones indicated by flashing lights;
large foam-rubber cups on earpieces made listening
practical but very difficult; and added to this was the
intense heat, scorching hot furnace fronts on which
stokers manipulated air-flaps when flashing-up a
sprayer or turning one off-, and as leather or other
heat-resistant gloves weren’t issued, there were many
burned and blistered hands.

Much concentration had to be observed by the Chief
Stoker responsible for maintaining 400 lbs/sq” boiler
pressure; increasing or decreasing fans for air
pressure - too little, black smoke; too much, white
smoke - and inefficient oil burning either way. Oil fuel

pressures and temperatures were rigidly watched on gauges, and adjustments made to suit the
flash points of the various oils taken in when refuellingEach intake from oil-tanker or oiling-port
had to be tested to determine the flashpoint, as this varied greatly in different parts of the
world.

At times when high-power might be required from the boiler rooms, the PO Water-tender’s
responsibility lay in keeping a correct water level on the sensitive boilersHe seldom took his
eyes off the water-level glass, it taking only 20 seconds for a boiler to collapse if water
disappeared from these observation glasses. One often heard the derisive cliche, Happy as a
bloody Chief Stoker’ when referring to some humourless person; but it would certainly be a
happy Chief Stoker who knew he had a watch of good experienced stokers down below in time
of emergency. They were unable to hear a word, so the slightest flick of a finger or rap of a
wheel-spanner on metal required instant response, and good men leapt in anticipation of his
every signal. The terrific air pressure caused ear troubles; tension and unending noise racked
men’s nerves.

Up top in other parts of ship EAs, OAs, QOs, GIs, TGIs,* went about their maintenance and
instruction in electrical, gunnery, or torpedo departments. While Schoolie dispensed education,
Doc gave lectures to guard leave-men against the hazards of unrestricted sex, or prescribed
remedies for those who had ignored his admonitions; and the dentist buzzed about our teeth in
his modern clinic.
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HMNZS Achilles with HMS Rodney in the Atlantic in 1936

The wardroom accommodated 20 officers; our messdecks 560 rates, 60 per cent of them New
Zealanders.

* Electrical Artificers, Ordinance Artificers, Qualified in Ordinance (Able Seaman Kate), Gunnery
Instructors, Torpedo-gunnery Instructors.

Seamen gunners of A, B, and Y turrets, and Marines of X turrets listened as drills gradually
increased in speed and accuracy until men in magazines and ammunition hoists, breech
numbers, gunlayers, and rammers, worked in unison managing several salvoes a minute.

After dinner some went on watch, others got their heads down, individuals sat reading, groups
played euchre, five-hundred, tickers. The messdeck speakers hummed; a microphone clicked; a
strident bugle call preceded ACTION STATIONS, and in minimal time our newly innovated auto-
frettage guns were elevating and depressing in trial runs while all turrets followed the fighting-
top director where eyebrows compressed soft rubber pads when fixing crosswires on to the
enemy cruiser and two destroyers reported by Orion.

HA v OP,-O-x = ICR 2DP, - 290-8-25-106MM12 = 1359.

This practice signal didn’t originate in Orion. It was transmitted on our inter-office buzzer line
by Peter Trent from the Main W/T office to Soapy Hudson in the 3rd, or Auxiliary W/T office off
the communication’s messdeck. On the bridge a loud buzzer drew attention to a light denoting
the voice pipe to be answered: ‘Bridge here, go ahead.’

‘Achilles from Orion Emergency For Exercise One cruiser and two destroyers bearing 290’
distance 8 miles Estimated speed 25 knots Orion’s position 106’ 12 miles from chart position
MM at 1359.

‘RR,ROGER!’ and action stations sounded
while Soapy made entries in his W/T
operator’s log, and Orion rested alongside in
Portsmouth. .

And thus New Zealand went into action
against an unsuspecting Portuguese fishing
trawler ahead of two sardine netters; at least
we would have been in action if there’d been
a live one up the spout. Gunnery sequences
rehearsed and updated since Britain’s first
sea duel, ensued.

On 1 May 1936 we went up top to see the
Rock Gibraltar’s great stone lion lies only 10
miles north of Morocco, and its many guns
guard Mediterranean’s western entrance. Its
teeth became evident as Achilles entered
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harbour between the South and the Detached Moles. Hood, largest warship in the world,
42,000-ton battlecruiser and pride of the British Navy, could be seen to starboard, secured
alongside South Mole. To port as we turned, Rodney glistened dark grey; her three triple-
mounted 16”-gun turrets all for’ard because she’d been limited during construction, by the
Washington Treaty, to half her designed tonnage.

Queen Elizabeth’s big guns had been tested against the German Fleet during World War 1, and
now in uneasy peace she lay a ship’s length ahead of the 23,000-ton aircraft carrier Furious (no
upperworks; no funnel; she exhausted from stern vents). Both ships were occupying the
Detached Mole, so we carried on farther into harbour and went alongside astern of our sister-
ship Neptune. Few manoeuvres, no fuss; we were beginning to have confidence in Captain
Glennie..

It would be some hours before we went on watch. The bridge lay empty of officers and staff so I
made my way there with binoculars. Across Gibraltar Bay to the west I could make out two- and
three storey white buildings fronting Algeciras. Further to my right and closer, La Linea
focussed, a Spanish border village across a bare strip of neutral territory. Directly astern,
destroyer flotillas rode at anchor, not far from black-decked submarines in rows outboard from
their parent-ship’s gangway. Across the inner harbour to port were two old wooden frigates of
Nelson’s time, serving under the name Cormorant, stripped of masts and now graced with bow-
to-stern corrugated roofing to house and protect depot staff. Beyond Cormorant and distant
naval wharves were neat trees and low naval buildings spread before Gibraltar’s terraced clean
town, which rose to bare foothills. A broad belt of bush, and then the Kock ascended more
steeply to the lion’s back, which rose gently to an upright bald head.

I couldn’t see it from here, but I knew the other side dropped sheer, 1400 feet, pocketed with
gun mounts at the seaward end of many tunnels. The Kock was riddled with such tunnels, some
leading to a refrigerated chamber replenished to maintain a year’s supply of beef, some to a
vast reservoir of fresh water, others to magazines and sheltered workshops. And, so the legend
goes, there is one which leads under the straits to Morocco, an undiscovered access through
which the Barbary apes came. Who knows? It is said when the apes leave Gibraltar the British
will go.

Our workup went well. We towed the high speed battle target at 24 knots for Rodney [Right],
whose 16” salvo from 20,000 yards was morsed back to them by Lefty Greentree on our rake-
party as ‘SS2’. Their radio-men interpreted it as 200 yards short, and successive KKs indicated
straddle after straddle. Later, when Achilles opened fire with a full salvo which rattled teeth,
whipped dust from shelves, momentarily cut main lighting, and set ears ringing, our sighter
needed little correction; and when attacked by Gladiators towing drogues at 5000 feet altitude,
PI and P2 A/A guncrews cheered loudly as a 4” burst severed the drogue wire. The crumpled
target floated lazily seaward while S1 and S2 suddenly stopped their methodical barrage. Their
target suffered similar. l your bunting-tossers were mostly men of experience, so that we
repeated Fleet manoeuvring signal hoists rapidly, informed the bridge to be ready to ‘Turn in
succession 90° to port’; yelled the ‘Execute’ and saw Achilles heel gracefully on the pivot where
Neptune turned. While the last set of flags was being rolled and stowed, others ran to the lower
yard acknowledging CS4’s hoist ordering a speed of 18 knots. Still other signalmen rattled the
shutters on signal lamps, while we in our 3rd W/T Office received and transmitted inter-fleet
communications on low-power medium frequencies.

Night action; smoke screens; torpedo attacks; fleet manoeuvres; we got the lot, and came
through with minimum sweatService with the ‘Bloody Great Home Fleet’ held no more fears.

Attractions in the town probably hadn’t altered since Trafalgar. At night, fandango tunes wafted
from softly-lit patios; guitars strummed and plucked to the accompaniment of castanets;
casinos and tavernas advertised senoritas from Madrid, Magnifico espectaculo; comparsa
senoritas de Londin teatro de variedades! We drank, and ate king prawns and massive
strawberries. The Spanish senoritas stamped and clattered their castanets, whirled to float their
ankle-length red dresses high to reveal shapely slender legs, shapely hips, flat stomachs. We
whistled encores, drank more beer, whistled louder. The London girls bounced in semi-rhythm
and were applauded just as loudly, for Jack ashore is generous; they were overweight, blowsy,
rocked the stage dangerously. They knew; they appreciated our applause and kicked higher.
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When the Fleet sailing-races started, our sailmaker produced Diomede’s 1st cutter sails made
from New Zealand flax by Le Roy of Auckland. Cut to a slightly Marconi effect, they’d proved
successful against all comers; usually our boats fought among themselves for the first few
places, this being put down to our understanding captains, who usually acceded to requests by
all and sundry to take ship’s boats away wherever and whenever possible around New Zealand or
overseas. We didn’t always win but were generally assumed to be the crack contender’.

The Mediterranean situation no longer warranted the large Home Fleet, and unit by unit it
dispersed until 15 July 1936, when Achilles was about the only warship left in harbour. Rodney
had sailed early in the month with her destroyer flotilla, then Furious and Hood on successive
days with yet more escorts.

We cleared lower deck on the forenoon of 17 July to be told by Captain Glennie that the
rumoured Spanish revolution seemed imminent. British agents at Ceuta reported Italian planes
massing in Morocco, and as Britain and France were pressing for non-intervention the fleet
could not remain at Gibraltar. We were already under the orders of Commodore Commanding
New Zealand Station and would sail for Kingston, JamaicaThen Achilles, bearing the name of
ancient Greece’s bravest fighter, the slayer of Hector, the finest Trojan warrior, cruised westward
with the north equatorial current.

Several days elapsed with nothing of moment until Irwin Dewhirst came down into the mess,
where we grouped around a game of uckers to see a final between our selected team and one
from the stokers’ mess. Hey Jackie, come and have a look up top, we’re in the Sargasso Sea.’
We were, too. As far as the eyes could see, large areas of seaweed covered the surface with
millions of marble-like bulbs on short stalks, and if one concentrated hard enough it was
possible to see small fish and shrimps where our wash separated the weed. The weed extends
over two million square miles inside the huge area constantly circled by Atlantic currents, and
we were passing along its southern edge.

We entered Kingston Harbour on 29 July after cruising at economical speed for the 3917 miles,
stayed for five days to enjoy swimming at the Bournemouth baths, water-polo, swimming races
and sailing against local teams, and individual walks about the neatly laid-out capital. Some
soaked themselves in rum, but we were on the way home and most of the ship’s company were
trying to save for spending in New Zealand. The 534 miles to Balboa passed quickly except for
50 miles through Panama Canal from ColonWhile passing through the canal we passed two old
Philomel-vintage Japanese cruisers, Aivati and Ukuttia, three- funnellers who tried
unsuccessfully to stop polluting the Canal Zone with heavy coal-smoke.

Achilles passing through the Panama Canal
This photographs hangs in theWardroom in Auckland

At Balboa, where our watch of telegraphists had leave, I went ashore with Irwin Dewhirst, got
myself a tattoo, visited the blue cinema to find half of Achilles sitting there in fits of laughter
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when the lights went on at the interval,
and roared with amusement at a
French movie whose comic scenes left
nothing to the imagination when a
lanky Latin Tarzan conquered a
number of jungle animals and the
hunter’s wife. It surprised us that
black, white and mixed-coloured men
filled the theatre with their wives, and
that none appeared to find it anything
but hilarious.

One block downtown Irwin and I came
across Coconut Grove, a famed street
of brothels starting at a couple of
dollars and rising steadily to 30
dollars at the far end. The cheap ones
didn’t appeal, and we hadn’t the
money to enter into negotiations
further uphill, so our footsteps took us

for a meal before returning aboard in a smugly righteous frame of mind.

The next leg took us halfway to New Zealand. We crossed the equator and introduced many
newcomers to the mysteries * of King Neptune’s court, finding them guilty of entering his
domain without permission, and sentencing them to His Majesty’s proclaimed punishment: a
goodly lathering with flour and water, shaving with an enormous wooden razor, then a back-
flipped chair which deposited them into our foc’s’le-rigged canvas swimming pool where the
waiting ‘bears’ almost drowned those who struggled hardest. Victims were then acknowledged to
be fully fledged sea-dogs, receiving ornately scrolled certificates endorsed with Neptune’s seal.

That night, as had been our custom when coming off watch during dark, we raced for the canvas
bath, streaked along the empty foc’ sle and porpoised over its four-foot wall into fresh air; some
silly bastard had left it rigged after it was emptied, so we skidded along the bottom,
sandpapering skin off elbows, knees, and many other awkward places. On top of this, my tattoo
turned septic and I spent days of discomfort with a boll on my upper left arm, a large painful
lump under it, and raw flesh from head to toes. On 19 August we arrived at Nukuhiva in the
Marquesas, refuelled from New Zealand’s Admiralty oiler Nucula, collected our first mail for four
months and went into semi-comas whilst reading scented love-letters during the north-west
journey to Christmas Island just north of the equator.

The trip occupied four days in idyllic conditions until we arrived at the small atoll. Our ship’s
boats took picnic parties through gaps in the reef which opened out into a vast lagoon
surrounded by sandy beaches and low areas of sparse vegetation and spindly scrub. Large
sharks cruised around our boats right until
they beached, so thoughts of swimming
turned to suggestions about the teeming
birdlife. Twice while making the trip ashore,
Colin Malcolm’s trailing spinner caught the
attention of large gulls, which swooped
down, grabbed the shining lure and made
off like kites. Eventually pulled down into the
cutter, the great birds had the hooks
removed as gently as possible, care being
taken to avoid their lunging eagle-shaped
beaks.

Seafowl of numerous varieties nested in all
manner of places; some in the crook of
branches where chicks perched without fear
of man, even when face to face; some under
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dry rushes or matted brush; and others, like the unfortunate bosun birds, directly on sand. These
gulls sported two long red feathers in their tails, and as one sailor annoyed the nested bird from
the front, another would yank the spectacular feathers outThe boats returned with many in
possession of large quantities which were eventually sold to eager Auckland milliners.

Next night at 2130 our anchor came up and Navi plotted a northerly course to take us to Fanning
Island, one of the Line Islands - peaks of submerged mountains along a chain reaching from the
Hawaiian group to somewhere north of the Friendly Islands. The small protuberance covered
about 17 square miles, supporting a population of some 300 natives. Apart from diving for
mother of pearl or working the guano deposits when required by outside interests, they fished
and languished in what appeared to be a Garden of Eden.

Fanning Island’s cable station linked with Bamfield Station on Vancouver Island the longest
submerged cable in the world. Thirty Europeans manned this tiny but vital link, and its
importance had been realised in the First World War when in 1914 the German light cruiser
Nurnberg from Admiral Von Spee’s Pacific Squadron landed a party which demolished the
station and its back-up equipment.

Ideas about swimming hereabouts soon evaporated when someone pointed out the largest
shark we’d ever seen; every bit of 25 to 30 feet in length, it cruised without obvious tail
movement, glided towards a large steel hook driven into a leg of mutton, took the bait in its
great gaping jaws and carried on its way unperturbed. The 1/4” line ran out to its full extent,
tautened and snappedThe monster faded out of sight without flinching. Those who saw that
incident will not forget it quickly.

Our North Pacific cruise had been ordered in furtherance of a proposed route for British flying
boats between Australia, New Zealand and North America. Suitable landlocked lagoons - were
required with room ashore for fuel dumps and administration buildings; thus when we arrived off
Kingman Reef, 250 miles from Fanning Island, we ran out the catapult extensions and were just
revving our plane for takeoff when smoke appeared on our eastern horizon. The reef evidently
belonged to the USA, whose newly-arrived sloop asked for our captain and ship’s names,
dropped anchor and wished us a curt ‘bon voyage’. We gave him the necessary information,
secured our unlaunched Walrus, and bon-voyaged with pink ears.

Anyway, we knew of another island on the way home and we called there instead Canton Island
didn’t belong to the USA, Britain, or anyone else; every British or US ship calling there concreted
its national flag with the ship’s name and date into the coral. We stayed long enough to do the
same, etched in Capt IG Glennie, RN, HMS Achilles, 28 August 1936’, logged the 780 miles we’d
travelled from Kingman Reef, and southed slowly down to Hull Island for a four hour stay.

We then proceeded another 280 miles to Nukunono Island’s small buildup of coral, which rated
only a three-hour stay; and four days later we passed well clear of Minerva Reefs submerged
coral shoals as we headed directly for Auckland.


